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• Firms have been re-evaluating GVC strategies even before the pandemic

– Degree of  reliance on supply-chain in China (hyper-specialization, trade 

wars, etc.). 

• Governments: Unilateral actions / announcements explicitly reduce this 

dependence.

– On “retaliatory” grounds: The blame-game over the origins of  the virus. 

– On national security grounds: N95 masks, ventilators, and essential medical 

equipment. 

– On production stimulus ground: Japan’s 04/20 stimulus package: 220 bn yen 

for firms to move production home,  23.5 bn yen move to other countries 

(ASEAN)

– US chips; EV policy, etc.

Background-Concerns Protectionism

Global Value Chains



Protectionism and Globalization
Where Does the US Public Opinion Stand? 

Alfaro, Chen, Chor (2022)
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Protectionism and Globalization
Can Information Change Public Opinion? 

Alfaro, Chen, Chor (2022)

• Can research-based information shift attitudes towards trade policy?

– Annual survey experiments from 2018-2022 that contain randomized

information treatments (representative sample US population)

• Each treatment provides a concise statement of  economics research findings on 

how openness to trade has affected labor market outcomes or prices. 

– Trade Hurts Jobs: Based on Autor et al (2013): Import competition from China 

weakened manufacturing employment and low-skill wages in the U.S.

– Trade Helps Jobs: Amiti et al. 2017, Caliendo et al.(2019): Trade with China enabled the 

U.S. to specialize in service sectors in which it is particularly productive; total jobs in the 

U.S. economy grew substantially.

– Trade Helps Prices: Based on BLS price data: Imports from China are accompanied by 

falling goods prices in the U.S. (specific examples: Durables, Apparel).

– Tariff  Hurts Prices: Based on Amiti et al.(2019): 2018 tariffs on imports from China 

raised the prices of  tariff-related goods and lowered U.S. real income by $1.4 billion per 

month.
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Effect of  Information Treatments on Preferences Towards 

Trade Policy
(Round 1, 2018-2019)
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Exploring the Jobs and Price Treatments
Pooled: Round 2, 2020; Round 3, 2021; Round 4, 2022
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Protectionism and Globalization
Where Does the Public Opinion Stand? 

Alfaro, Chen, Chor (2022)

1. Information treatment influences trade policy preferences 

2. Information highlighting the link between trade and manufacturing job losses 

significantly raises expressed preferences for more limits on trade.

3. Strikingly (and paradoxically), positive information on job and price benefits 

of  trade (or the cost of  tariffs) also induces protectionist policy choices. 

➢ Mechanism? Direct question

▪ Effects are driven partly by how the received information interacts with 

respondents’ priors, including their perceptions of  the economic impact of  

trade, social concerns, political identity, 

▪ Concerns over trade with China. 
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Direct Question: Why Limit Imports?
Role of  China
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Where Does the US Public Opinion Stand?
Role of  China

Alfaro, Chen, Chor (2022)

• Individuals’ preferences over trade policies are not formed in isolation from the 

identity of  the US key trading countries, 

– Information that focuses solely on communicating the benefits of  trade is 

unlikely to succeed unless it addresses broader concerns tied to U.S.-

China relations

• Implications? Why does it Matter? 

– Firms have been re-evaluating GVC strategies even before the pandemic

• Degree of  reliance on supply chain in China (cost, hyper-specialization, 

trade wars, etc.). 

– Governments: actions to explicitly reduce this dependence

• Qn: Has the coronavirus (covid-19) pandemic affected your views on trade policy 

(i.e., the use of  tariffs or limits on imports)?

– 51.5% responded “Yes”

• Can’t we just near/re-shore key supply chains?
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Key Supply Chains? Rare Elements
Alfaro, Fadinger, Schymik (2022)
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What are These Supply Chains?
Rare Elements: Role of  China
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Rare Elements: Role of  China
Climate Change
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Diversification?



China--Major risks to our forecast: EIU

Two Way Risk
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Scenarios, Q2 2022 Probability Impact Intensity

Foreign companies are targeted by regulators amid 

international tensions
Very high High 20

Adherence to “zero-covid” policies undermines 

government effectiveness
High Very high 20

A coronavirus outbreak in the second half  of  2022 

derails Chinese growth beyond expectations
High High 16

A property sector crash increases pressure on 

developers and local governments
High High 16

Intermittent power outages interrupt industrial 

production, prompting power rationing and a rise in 

prices

High High 16



World Outlook

WEO, IMF, July 2022
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